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Details
Circa 2020:  Absolutely perfect new construction without the wait.  This 2020 McKelvey Homes 
Muirfield Model was built with fantastic attention to detail. Nine and eleven-foot ceilings on 
the main level provide a bright, cheerful and multi-functional space. The custom kitchen is a 
DREAM. Customs cabinetry, professional stainless appliances, farmhouse sink, huge pantry all 
anchored by a FANTASTIC center island. Host a crowd in the beautiful formal dining room or 
keep it comfy in the combination breakfast/family room right off the kitchen and plenty of 
room to spend your evenings relaxing outside on the newly installed (2021) patio and firepit. 
The main floor master suite is an OASIS. Double walk-in closet that you could get lost in and a 
gorgeous master bathroom. The Master bath includes double sinks, a large tub, separate 
shower and a private water closet. Additional spaces on the main level include a large 
separate office space just off the main entry and main floor laundry with built-in hooks and 
cubbies. The laundry room leads to a three car extended garage space. Room for cars, toys 
and additional storage. Upstairs you’ll find nine-foot ceiling and more bright open space. The 
three large bedrooms all have their own walk-in closet.  Two of the upstairs bedrooms share a 
jack and jill style bathroom and one additional full bath sits just outside the third bedroom.  
Additional bonus area upstairs offers a world of possibilities from additional office space to 
media room to playroom. Easy access to highways 270 and 55. Close to shopping, groceries, 
parks and fantastic Lindbergh schools.
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Special Features

Specs
BEDROOMS BATHROOMS

SQUARE FOOTAGE YEAR BUILT

ESTIMATED TAXES PARKING

LOT SIZE STORIES

Monthly Utility Averages
ELECTRIC

GAS

SEWER

WATER

FLOORPLAN

TRASH
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Floorplan Disclaimer: 
All measurements are 
approximate and not 
guaranteed to be exact 
or to scale. Buyer should 
confirm measurements 
using their own sources 
prior to purchasing or 
writing an offer. Not for 
use with appraisal or 
assessment.

VISIT 5347SCHUESSLERRIDGE.COM FOR VIRTUAL TOUR AND MORE INFORMATION
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3-car Garage

16034 ft²

$148.00

$111.00

$64.00

$88.00

$38.00

P Only a year and a half old
P 9' and 11' ceilings on the main level
P 9' ceilings on the second level
P Brand new patio and fire pit (2021)
P Built in hooks and cubbies right off the

garage
PMain floor laundry
PMulti-functional bonus room
P Every bedroom has a walk in closet
P Electric pet fence
P Sprinkler system to help keep things

green
P Top Notch Lindbergh School system
P Close to shopping and dining




